
In her tax plan, the Democratic nominee pledges to restore 
basic fairness to the tax code to ensure the wealthiest 
Americans do not pay a lower tax rate than working 
families, provide tax relief to those working families, close 
corporate and Wall Street tax loopholes, and institute tax 
reform to help small businesses grow. The reviews are in:

HILLARY CLINTON

INCOME TAXES & ECONOMIC PLAN
The United States economy continues to enjoy a recovery from the Great Recession 

and now we are faced with two presidential candidates with very different economic 
plans, two extremely different outcomes for our economy.

The non-partisan Tax Policy Center reports that “Clinton’s tax proposals would shave 
$1.2 trillion off the nation’s debt over the next 10 years while Trump’s would add 

$11.2 trillion.” Although recent adjustments in Trump’s tax plan could reduce that number, 
the plan would still add to the nation’s debt according to experts. *

DONALD TRUMP

“He’s actually doing less for the middle class 
than he originally planned,” said Martin A. 

Sullivan, the chief economist at Tax Analysts.

Economists: Trump tax plan offers almost 
nothing for the middle class 

WashingtonPost.com, August 8, 2016

“…the benefits of Trump’s 
tax cut would still be aimed 
squarely at the top of the 

income distribution.”
Trump’s tax plan sounds populist, but it aims 

its key benefits at the rich 
BusinessInsider.com, August 10, 2016

“Mr. Trump’s ideas are a thoughtless mess that 
would cause widespread economic pain while 

achieving little in return.”

The best thing about Hillary Clinton’s economic 
policy: it’s not Trump’s 

Economist.com, August 11, 2016

* Donald Trump just made a major 
change to his tax plan

CNBC.com, August 8, 2016

Mr. Trump’s latest tax plan (as of August 2016) proposes 
to lower taxes for everyone, simplify the income tax brack-
ets from seven to three, limit the business tax to 15 percent 
and end the death tax. The reviews are in:

Her proposals would increase revenue by $1.1 
trillion over the next decade. Nearly all of the tax 
increases would fall on the top 1 percent; the bot-
tom 95 percent of taxpayers would see little or no 

change in their taxes.

An Analysis of Hillary Clinton’s Tax Proposals 
TaxPolicyCenter.org

If Hillary Clinton wins the White House and per-
suades Congress to pass her agenda, wealthy 

Americans will pay higher taxes, businesses will 
face tax rules that make it less advantageous to 
relocate overseas, and the money those changes 

produce will go to fund the rest of her 
policy agenda, from child care to roads, 

bridges and other infrastructure.

How Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump Differ on Taxes 
NYTimes.com, August 12, 2016

A policy survey of National Association 
for Business Economics (NABE) members released 
Monday shows that 55% of business economists 

feel that former Secretary of State Hillary 
Clinton would do the best job as president 

of managing the U.S. economy.

By 4 to 1 Margin, Business Economists Say Clinton 
Would Manage Economy Better Than Trump 

Forbes.com, August 22, 2016
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